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Aligning Product Development Teams and a Contract Manufacturer: 

Five Issues to Consider  

While the production aspect of the electronics contract manufacturing model is fairly uniform across the 

industry, the engineering support aspect can vary widely. And while some assume contract 

manufacturer size influences its engineering resource strength, that isn’t always the case. At EDM, an 

electronics manufacturing services (EMS) provider in Lynchburg, VA, we apply engineering expertise to 

improve our customers’ competitive advantage wherever possible. This whitepaper looks at five areas 

where strong alignment among customer and contract manufacturer engineering teams can help lower 

costs and improve competitive advantage. These areas are: 

• On demand or “gap-filling” engineering expertise 

• DFX – Design for manufacturability, testability and assembly 

• Automation strategy 

• Component engineering 

• Support for future product generations. 

Helping Fill Engineering Gaps 

Original equipment manufacturer (OEM) product development engineering teams are facing resource 

shortages as never before. In some cases, it is due to internal cost cutting measures and in other cases it 

is simply a labor market shortage of qualified people with the necessary skill sets. Shifts in next 

generation product technology can also create gaps in engineering team expertise. Selecting a contract 

manufacturer with the engineering expertise capable of filling those resource gaps has three benefits. 

First, OEMs who leverage their contract manufacturer’s shared engineering resources achieve the same 

benefit they get from leveraging shared production resources: they are paying for the shared resource 

time they use vs. the entire cost of that resource. Second, contract manufacturing engineering teams 

support a broader range of applications and technologies than are typically found in an OEM because of 

their diverse customer bases. Consequently, an engineer at a contract manufacturer may be more 

innovative in the solutions he or she suggests because of this broader core of expertise. Finally, 

engineers at a contract manufacturer understand the manufacturing environment better than engineers 

who don’t work in a manufacturing facility. As a result, their approach to design solutions addresses 

common manufacturing challenges. 

For example, EDM’s engineering team helped a manufacturer of machines that ripen fruit upgrade their 

control printed board circuit assembly (PCBA) from analog to digital. The analog PCBA wasn’t performing 

optimally, however the OEM’s internal engineering team lacked the expertise to do a redesign to a 

microprocessor-based solution. 

EDM’s engineering team’s microprocessor expertise helped this customer solve their performance issue 

and add functionality at no extra cost. EDM’s team designed a PCBA with a PIC microcontroller that 

added functionality, and the ability to customize output profiles, at no additional cost. The EDM 

engineers also worked with the customer’s team to write the firmware. Subsequently, EDM has helped 

this customer design three generations of product. The current product now works in internet of things 

(IoT) environments. 
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The DFX Equation 

Another area where a contract manufacturer’s engineering team can add significant value is in the realm 

of DFX. While OEM product development engineering teams often focus on form, fit and function, a 

contract manufacturer’s engineering team looks at the unintended production consequences that can 

arise as a result of those design decisions. 

At the PCBA level, board layout, panelization strategy, component choices and processing technology 

choices can have impact on material cost, material availability, defect opportunities and manufacturing 

processing costs. In test, those choices impact the level of coverage and cost of test. In higher level 

assembly, those choices may impact component cost, component availability or assembly cost. 

EDM’s engineering team takes a 360 degree approach to identifying DFX improvement areas. The team 

can review existing PCB designs to see if any changes might enhance performance, reduce costs or 

improve manufacturability.  They apply component engineering expertise to support obsolescence 

management, availability/long lead-time issues or cost reduction goals. At the test engineering level, 

expertise includes test fixture architecture design, assembly and maintenance, as well as design for 

testability recommendations. 

Automation Strategy 

Use of automation strategies for processes otherwise requiring significant amounts of manual labor 

reduces costs while improving quality. However, opportunities to automate can be missed in projects 

whose volumes don’t justify the cost of off-the-shelf automation solutions. This is an area where a 

contract manufacturer with internal automation engineering expertise can excel. 

For example, EDM’s team was able to design a custom automation solution for a consumer products 

manufacturer that lowered assembly costs below what the OEM was paying in China. 

The PCB assembly was panelized in a 25-up array. The routing, programming and test process following 

SMT assembly was fairly labor intensive if done as separate process steps in multiple work cells, so the 

team decided to look at modifying the router to combine all three steps. 

The modified router was able to program and functionally test all assemblies on the panel. They 

programmed the router to only route the assemblies passing test. As a result, the operator can perform 

other tasks while the program, test and route process is in progress because any assemblies failing test 

will remain attached to tabs on the panel.  EDM engineers have since developed multiple robotic testing 

platform based on variations of this concept. 

Component Engineering 

Material availability has been one of the most significant challenges OEMs have faced over the last five 

years, in part because there have been multiple unanticipated causes of spot shortages or even longer 

term constrained part categories occurring during that timeframe. Component obsolescence also 

creates challenges by forcing the choice of component substitution or last time buys. Utilizing a contract 

manufacturer’s engineering team for early identification and resolution can mitigate the disruption risk 

these situations otherwise cause. 
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EDM’s engineering team proactively identifies components that may represent an availability or 

obsolescence issue at the quote stage, recommending alternate parts or packages as needed. The team 

can also support more extensive redesign efforts, if necessary. 

Support for Future Product Generations 

Continuity of engineering support can be challenge when outsourcing to contract engineering firms, 

since engineering needs may be intermittent. Conversely, when outsourcing engineering to a contract 

manufacturer, engineering resources have visibility into the product and any manufacturing challenges 

over the long-term. As a result, this type of integrated team is well positioned to offer suggestions for 

cost and manufacturability enhancements as new generations of products are introduced. 

For example, EDM has been supporting this type of need for a stove manufacturer.  The relationship 

originally began when EDM helped the company add electronics to the stove’s mechanical controls. 

EDM’s team proposed a microprocessor-based control and developed it for the customer in 1990 and 

has continued to support their electronic engineering and production needs for over 30 years. They 

have designed 3 generations of controls for this customer, each one adding features or functionality 

demanded by the marketplace. 

Another area where EDM’s engineering team has added value is in helping the customer balance cost 

and functionality, by identifying cost competitive options needed to achieve desired functionality. This 

collaborative process has also extended to the customer’s stove commissioning process.  Working with 

the customer, the engineering team developed a ModBus interface that lets non-technical personnel at 

the customer easily change to the correct profile and program the control when they commission each 

stove.  

As these examples indicate, a contract manufacturer with an experienced engineering team can 

significantly improve the value delivered in the EMS partnership. In selecting a contract manufacturer, it 

is important to consider the engineering side of the equation. What internal weaknesses in engineering 

expertise need reinforcement? Does the contract manufacturer’s engineering expertise align with these 

requirements? Has the contract manufacturer’s engineering team supported projects with similar 

technology or design challenges? Is there a track record of innovation in developing unique solutions for 

automation or test challenges? Are there long-term engineering partnerships in place? 

Assessing internal engineering resource needs and then assessing potential suppliers’ ability to support 

those needs, can open the door to improved cost savings, quality and competitive advantage. 

About EDM 

EDM has been solving its customers’ engineering and manufacturing challenges for more than three 

decades. Our approach is simple. Unlike many regional EMS providers who focus predominately on 

manufacturing solutions, we’ve invested in both engineering expertise and assembly resources. As a 

result, we are able to integrate seamlessly with our customers’ product development during the design 

phase, filling gaps in their teams and/or making DFX recommendations. With existing production or 

legacy products, we’ve been able to offer unique custom automation or redesign recommendations to 

address customer cost, obsolescence or market competitiveness challenges, as well.  
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We embrace the vision of our founder, Robert Roberts, who wanted to create a different kind of EMS 

company; one that truly cares about its customers and employees and operates on principles that drive 

the way we do business and treat each other.  

EDM has grown steadily since 1990. We maintain a strong financial position that allows us to provide the 

best possible terms to customers; have material stocking programs and finished goods Kanbans to 

support changing customer needs; and invest in equipment and people. Our track record ensures that 

customers can trust that we have the resources to stand behind our commitments, the ingenuity to 

provide cost competitive, superior quality solutions, and the supply chain expertise to minimize their risk. 

And as a 100% employee-owned company, every one of our employee owners thinks like a boss when it 

comes to quality and cost. 

 

 


